
HOLIDAY GUIDE2023
Smarter Fun Games



The FoxMind team is proud to present our 2023 Holiday Catalog!

We are thrilled to celebrate our 20th Anniversary alongside our devoted retailers, 
consumers, teachers and educators worldwide! Thanks to all of you who provide 
our ultimate raison d’être: to develop and produce games that offer Smarter Fun!

Welcome!



HOW TO BUY OUR GAMES?

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL STORE.

SHOP
AROUND 

No local store nearby? 

SHOP AMAZON FOXMIND STORE

MAKE YOUR  
WISHLIST

1. 

2. 

3. VISIT OUR 
STORE LOCATOR

foxmind.com/store-locator/

https://www.amazon.com/stores/FoxMind/page/4748B442-A480-4821-8944-2690D77AD0D6?ref_=ast_bln
https://foxmind.com/store-locator/
http://foxmind.com/store-locator/
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Shop Match Madness on Amazon

Shift your brain into high gear in this clever game of speed 

and perception.

Let the furious fun begin! Players sprint to arrange a set of 

5 blocks so that they match a pattern shown on a card. First 

player to succeed grabs the card and a new matching race 

starts. Tensions rise as you scramble to outpace and outsmart 

your opponents in this ingenious game of perception. So fire-

up your neurons and be transported by Match Madness®!

OVER 300K UNITS SOLD WORLDWIDE!

AGE 7+ / PLAYERS 1-4/ TIME 15

- Fast-paced and lots of action! 

- A game of rapid visual recognition! 

- Perfect for game nights with family & friends!

2695$MATCH MADNESS® 

https://www.amazon.com/FoxMind-Games-201119-Match-Madness/dp/B01FLQM21W/ref=sr_1_2?crid=168S0S48YC6RN&keywords=foxmind&qid=1699287941&sprefix=foxmind%2B%2Caps%2C105&sr=8-2&th=1
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Shop Deadlines on Amazon

 NO
 PLASTIC • SANS PLASTIQUE  

TOP PICKS

Be dead right on the dates! In memory of famous people 

lost over time, deadlines sheds a light to the tragic end of 

characters from pop culture. science, politics and sports. 

Test your knowledge and play with death without losing 

your breath!

AGE 12+ / PLAYERS 1-10/ TIME 20

- Discover unique facts about more than 200 icons.

- Put your knowledge of pop culture to the test.

- Play with up to 10 friends.

1495$DEADLINES™ 

https://www.amazon.com/Foxmind-Games-Deadlines-Culture-Players/dp/B0C54DP7JS/ref=sr_1_26?crid=168S0S48YC6RN&keywords=foxmind&qid=1699288239&sprefix=foxmind+%2Caps%2C105&sr=8-26
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Get the perfect travel-friendly game that kids  and 
adults will play anywhere! Our stocking stuffers 
games are full of surprises and bring moments of                   

joy to the entire family. 

Shop Sports Dice Hockey on Amazon

STOCKING 
STUFFERS

UNDER 15$

Shoot the puck and score with Sports Dice Hockey! Sports Dice 

Hockey is a fast paced, easy to learn and quick to play dice game 

that gives players all the action of a real Hockey game. Roll your dice 

and shoot the puck in the opponent’s net to score!

SPORTS DICE HOCKEY™
1495$

AGE 7+ / PLAYERS 2-4 / TIME 15

- Quick dice rolling game for 2 players.

- High quality custom dice.

- Feels like a real hockey game!

https://www.amazon.com/FoxMind-Games-Sports-Dice-Hockey-Board-Game-Goaltender-Players/dp/B0CCZ1VZJC/ref=sr_1_35?crid=168S0S48YC6RN&keywords=foxmind&qid=1699288239&sprefix=foxmind+%2Caps%2C105&sr=8-35
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Shop Slam Words on Amazon

Shop Slam Bluff on Amazon

AGE 8+ / PLAYERS2+/ TIME 10

- The ultimate game of bluff or luck! 

- Easy to learn, easy to play.

- Play anywhere on the go.

995$SLAM BLUFF®

UNDER 

15$ STOCKING STUFFERS

AGE 8+ / PLAYERS 2+/ TIME 10

995$SLAM WORDS®

- Fastest word search game ever!

- Easy to learn, easy to play.

- Play anywhere on the go.

https://www.amazon.com/Foxmind-Slam-Words-Shake-Word/dp/B0B3HNRHB6/ref=sr_1_6?crid=168S0S48YC6RN&keywords=foxmind&qid=1699288239&sprefix=foxmind+%2Caps%2C105&sr=8-6
https://www.amazon.com/Foxmind-Slam-Bluff/dp/B07X8QQDYB/ref=sr_1_50?crid=168S0S48YC6RN&keywords=foxmind&qid=1699288239&sprefix=foxmind+%2Caps%2C105&sr=8-50
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Shop Speedy Words on Amazon

Be the quickest to find a word that starts with a letter that matches a category 

to win a card. A new race starts when the top card is flipped revealing a new 

category card in a specific color. The player with the most card at the end wins! 

So, who will have the FIRST word?

SPEEDY WORDS™ 1495$
AGE 8+ / PLAYERS 2-6 / TIME 15

- Can be taught and learned in seconds.

- Excellent educational game.

- Dynamic party game!

https://www.amazon.com/FoxMind-Speedy-Words-Family-Party/dp/B0189S82S6/ref=sr_1_5?crid=168S0S48YC6RN&keywords=foxmind&qid=1699288239&sprefix=foxmind+%2Caps%2C105&sr=8-5
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Shop Conezilla on Amazon

Shop Chocoly on Amazon

AGE 8+ / PLAYERS 2-4 / TIME 15

- Builds logical thinking.

- Easy to learn, easy to play.

- Fun for both adults and kids.

1495$CHOCOLY™

AGE 6+ / PLAYERS 2-4 / TIME 10
1495$CONEZILLA™

- Fun for kids and adults alike. 

- Great memory and deduction game. 

- Learn basic numbers form 1 to 49.

UNDER 

15$ STOCKING STUFFERS

 NO
 PLASTIC • SANS PLASTIQUE  

 NO
 PLASTIC • SANS PLASTIQUE  

https://www.amazon.com/FoxMind-ConeZILLA-Memory-Educational-Friends/dp/B00EUDH088/ref=sr_1_34?crid=168S0S48YC6RN&keywords=foxmind&qid=1699288239&sprefix=foxmind+%2Caps%2C105&sr=8-34
https://www.amazon.com/Foxmind-Games-Chocoly-Calorie-Chocolate/dp/B0BQ4KV598/ref=sr_1_24?crid=168S0S48YC6RN&keywords=foxmind&qid=1699288239&sprefix=foxmind+%2Caps%2C105&sr=8-24
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Shop By the Book on Amazon

Shop Memo Rush on Amazon

Shop Smart Cookies on Amazon

TEACH & LEARN

64 fresh, new brain-boosting logic puzzles offered in an 

enticing cookie format. We’ve tweaked our recipe to fur-

ther challenge developing young minds that will eagerly 

snack on these delicious puzzles.

AGE 6+ / PLAYERS 1+/ TIME ∞
2495$SMART COOKIES®

Put together a perfectly balanced bookshelf for our furry 

friend using a good dose of reasoning and sharp visual 

perception. 40 gradually progressing challenges using up 

to 12 different books will keep you on your toes.

AGE 8+ / PLAYERS 1+ / TIME 10
2495$BY THE BOOK™ 

Get your memory racing for the right characters in this 

game full of emotions! Players simultaneously tap cards 

matching either a character or one of 6 emotions. Memo 

Rush improves visual perception, memory and emotion 

recognition. 

AGE 6+ / PLAYERS 2-6 / TIME 20
1995$MEMO RUSH™ 

https://www.amazon.com/FoxMind-Games-Stacking-brainteaser-Challenges/dp/B0BZ24CD7T/ref=sr_1_1?crid=168S0S48YC6RN&keywords=foxmind&qid=1699288239&sprefix=foxmind+%2Caps%2C105&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Memo-Rush-FoxMind-Matching-Emotions/dp/B0C54GXWY3/ref=sr_1_41?crid=168S0S48YC6RN&keywords=foxmind&qid=1699288239&sprefix=foxmind+%2Caps%2C105&sr=8-41
https://www.amazon.com/FoxMind-Smart-Cookies-Puzzle-Solving-Builder/dp/B00FRM56U0/ref=sr_1_44?crid=168S0S48YC6RN&keywords=foxmind&qid=1699288239&sprefix=foxmind+%2Caps%2C105&sr=8-44
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Shop Cinderella on Amazon

Shop Hansel & Gretel on Amazon

 NO
 PLASTIC • SANS PLASTIQUE  

 NO
 PLASTIC • SANS PLASTIQUE  

AGE 6+ / PLAYERS 2-4 / TIME 20

- A cooperative game based on a classic fairytale.

- Made from 100% recyclable materials.

- Improves observation and mathematics.

1995$HANSEL & GRETEL

AGE 4+ / PLAYERS 1-4 / TIME 20

- A cooperative game based on a classic fairytale.

- Made from 100% recyclable materials.

- Improves observation and memory.

1995$CINDERELLA

FAMILY GAMES

https://www.amazon.com/FoxMind-Games-Cinderella-Cooperative-Fairytale/dp/B0BQ41FK56/ref=sr_1_39?crid=168S0S48YC6RN&keywords=foxmind&qid=1699288239&sprefix=foxmind+%2Caps%2C105&sr=8-39
https://www.amazon.com/FoxMind-Games-Cooperative-Fairytale-Brothers/dp/B0BQ3WQ298/ref=sr_1_1?crid=ULFNYK5I0BTA&keywords=foxmind+hansel+%26+Gretel&qid=1699289616&sprefix=foxmind+hansel+%26+gretel%2Caps%2C97&sr=8-1
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Shop Don’t Rock the Croc on Amazon

Don’t make the crocodile angry! Place the colorful 

wooden pieces on the croc’s belly and make sure it is 

always balanced. But be careful, if you are not precise 

you will end up rocking the crocodile causing the 

wooden pieces to tumble and you will have to start all 

over. Don’t Rock the Croc™ develops dexterity, color 

recognition & hand-eye coordination. 

AGE 3+ / PLAYERS 1+ / TIME 10

- Improves observation.

- Develops fine motor skills.

- Builds logical thinking.

1495$DON’T ROCK 
THE CROC® 

 NO
 PLASTIC • SANS PLASTIQUE  

https://www.amazon.com/FoxMind-Games-Dont-Rock-Croc/dp/B018KM56C6/ref=sr_1_10?crid=2SUU8ZPNMQ0ZT&keywords=foxmind&qid=1699289704&sprefix=foxmind%2Caps%2C96&sr=8-10
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Shop Taiga on Amazon

Shop Presto on Amazon

Shop Kulami on Amazon

 NO
 PLASTIC • SANS PLASTIQUE  

MORE GAMES!

The taiga is home to many kinds of animals. The zoologists 

Olivia and Noah are trying to study them and need to take 

a closer look. Can you help them find the hidden animals? 

In this game of memory and deduction, flip the wooden 

disks to reveal the animals hidden below. Keep your eyes 

open and remember well your findings!

AGE 5+ / PLAYERS 2-6 / TIME 15

1995$TAIGA™

Race to pop the bubbles! Complete the challenges on 

the presto cards and be the first to tap Bubblo to win the 

round! Players with quick reflexes, excellent eye-hand 

coordination and a good sense of observation will prevail 

in this fun party game for the whole family.

AGE 6+ / PLAYERS 2-4 / TIME 15

2495$PRESTO™

A strategy game that will appeal to casual players and 

avid gamers! Kulami is a fun, tactile game of strategy. 

Ten wooden tiles are arranged to form an ever-changing 

board on which opponents compete to capture the largest 

number of tiles. By placing their marbles cleverly, players 

can limit their adversary’s possible moves and gain the 

advantage to clinch the victory!

AGE 10+ / PLAYERS 2 / TIME 20

2995$KULAMI™

https://www.amazon.com/Foxmind-FOX-TAIGA-Taiga-Brain-Games/dp/B005NJ004O/ref=sr_1_59?crid=2SUU8ZPNMQ0ZT&keywords=foxmind&qid=1699289821&sprefix=foxmind%2Caps%2C96&sr=8-59
https://www.amazon.com/Foxmind-Presto-Fidget-Popping-Players/dp/B09JVP7GFN/ref=sr_1_18?crid=2SUU8ZPNMQ0ZT&keywords=foxmind&qid=1699289821&sprefix=foxmind%2Caps%2C96&sr=8-18
https://www.amazon.com/FoxMind-Games-Fox-Kulami-USA-Kulami/dp/B00AGY7XRI/ref=sr_1_16?crid=2SUU8ZPNMQ0ZT&keywords=foxmind&qid=1699289821&sprefix=foxmind%2Caps%2C96&sr=8-16


In line with FoxMind’s efforts to improve environmental 
responsibility, the components of games showcasing this seal 
are FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) certified. FoxMind is 
continuously adopting production materials and techniques to 
minimalize its carbon footprint.

Look for this seal throughout the catalog when shopping for eco-
conscious games to gift!

 NO
 PLASTIC • SANS PLASTIQUE  

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

FoxMind Toys & Games FoxMindGamesFoxMindGames

 For more fun games visit  www.foxmind.com


